The Economics of Days on Feed
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Cost of gain is the “yardstick” that is often used to compare feedlot performance. That’s because it’s an important ingredient in profitable cattle feeding. However, cost of gain is not profit.

One problem with cost of gain (COG) is that it is measured per pound of live weight (LW) gain. However, when selling on a grid, you are selling carcass weight. Also, as cattle are fed longer, dressing percent, or yield benefit, increases as do Quality grade premiums which are the two biggest contributors to overall grid premium. However, Yield grade discounts can also increase along with the potential for heavy weight discounts. So, how do days on feed affect profit when selling on a grid with high priced corn?

To conduct this analysis, we used a projection spreadsheet to emulate the steer lots purchased by USPB during fiscal year 2010 that had feedlot placement weights from 700 to 799 pounds. A unique aspect of this projection is that it objectively calculates, or “feeds”, the cattle every day keeping them on the same plane of performance. That way, we can look at the effects of different days on feed. So the actual performance of 7-weight steers was the baseline. Those “base” values are shown in the box below.

We consulted with some of our custom feedlots during the week ending February 5, 2011, to use realistic values for the projection which are also listed in the box below. Corn was priced at $6.50/bushel.

The projection was recalculated with plus or minus one, two, three and four weeks from the “base” value of 155 days on feed (DOF), which was the actual average of the 7-weight steers purchased by USPB. The resulting feedlot performance is listed in the table on page 2.

To take this a step further, we incorporated serial slaughter research to predict the changes in carcass performance with more or less days on feed with the USPB 7-weight steer actual carcass performance as the “base” at 155 DOF.

From that carcass data, grid premiums were calculated for each length of feeding. Average grid inputs from fiscal year 2010 were used. These inputs included the second lowest Choice/Select spread of $5.47/cwt and the lowest CAB premium of $3.18/cwt in company history. For comparison, grids were then recalculated using more typical values including an $8/cwt Choice/Select spread and $3.75/cwt CAB premium.

Since grid premiums compare the total grid payment versus the payment on a cash, live market, we can simply add the premium to the live projection profit to calculate the profit when selling on the USPB Base grid. Carcass data, grid premiums and profit are also listed in the table below.

As mentioned earlier, the projection “feeds” the cattle every day. This allows us to look at changes in performance and economics as DOF increase. Figure 1, on page 2, shows the calculated live weight gain (live daily gain) each day on feed. This is not average daily gain (ADG) but the gain for each single day. Gain increases dramatically as we move through transition rations, which increase in energy density (calories). Feed intake is also increasing and since body weight is still low, maintenance requirements are still low. Then, as body weight increases and energy level plateaus, gain will begin to decrease.

The solid line is the live cumulative ADG that would be calculated if
the cattle were “closed out” on each of those DOF. The grey circles represent the carcass daily gain. This is calculated with the help of the serial slaughter research. Notice that these values are also decreasing, but at a much slower rate. The reason for this is that yield, or dressing percentage, is increasing as cattle are fed longer.

Figure 2, on page 3, shows the total cost of gain (TCOG). The daily TCOG, live line shows how COG increases dramatically per unit of live weight gain. However, the daily TCOG, LW calculated line is the carcass TCOG brought back to a live equivalent using a constant yield. This allows us to look at a value that is carcass driven, but is a value comparable to the cost per unit of live weight. In other words, it is driven by carcass weight, but expressed on a live weight basis, since that is what the industry is accustomed to using.

Notice that the carcass gain (LW calculated) is also increasing with DOF, but at a much slower rate of increase. Again, the reason these two COG lines are spreading apart is because yield, or dressing percentage, is increasing with DOF. These graphs show the inherent differences in cost of production per unit of live weight versus carcass weight.

The table on page two shows the values for the entire feed-
ing period at different DOF. Notice how average daily gain (ADG) decreases. If the cattle were fed 127 days, or four weeks less than the actual average, they would have a cumulative ADG of 3.81. If fed 183 days, or four weeks more than the actual average, their ADG would be 3.47.

Feed conversion (DM F/G), or the amount of zero moisture feed required for a pound of live weight gain, increases. Likewise, TCOG increases with additional DOF. However, LW, Yield and Quality grades are improving as DOF increases. All of these factors contribute to a greater selling value per head.

Yield Grades increase, or become fatter, with additional days on feed. After 134 DOF, heavy weight discounts begin to accumulate up to a maximum of over 15% at 183 DOF.

The Cash Profit/head values take all costs into account and represent the profit per head if the cattle were sold on a cash, live market of $111/cwt. This analysis assumes that the cash price remains constant over this entire time period. This value was chosen because it is the approximate value currently offered by USPB as a basis bid contract relative to the current August futures price for July delivery.

Figure 3 shows the Cash Profit/head from the table on page two as the gray line with circles. The maximum profit is at 134 days, or 3 weeks earlier than the USPB 7-weight steer average from last year. When selling on a cash market, it makes sense to sell early, especially with high corn prices.

The solid black line with the diamonds in Figure 3 shows the projected grid profit (Grid Profit/head1) using the average grid inputs from last year. This shows that if you really could sell cattle three or four weeks “early” on the cash market, you would make more than selling on a grid, at 127 or 134 DOF. However, if you were to feed longer, and market on the USPB Base grid, overall profit would be significantly higher. In fact, this suggests that feeding longer than the actual average of 155 days would continue to increase profit, even though COG is increasing and Yield grade and heavy weight discounts are increasing.

As you feed cattle longer, their carcass weight increases, so you have more pounds to sell. Also, yield, or dressing percentage increases and we’ve shown how carcass TCOG increases with DOF, but at a slower rate than it does on a live basis. Finally, Quality grade premiums and yield benefit increase with DOF which increases the overall premium. Grid premiums are not profit, but since they increase the total revenue, they are contributing to greater profit in this example—even though live TCOG increases.

So even with high corn prices, staying the course and marketing on a grid can improve profits and those profits can be greater with added DOF. These grid premiums were calculated with very conservative grid inputs. As those grid inputs, such as the Choice/Select spread increase, the reward from feeding longer increases even more. The Grid Profit/head2 line in Figure 3 reflects the higher grid inputs foot noted in the table on page 2.

We also recalculated these projections at even higher corn prices, keeping everything else constant. As corn price increases, the relationship between grid and cash profits remain very similar. The cash profit decreases even more rapidly with added DOF. Grid profits will eventually be flatter and see less of an increased benefit with added DOF, but the relationship between the two still shows that the economics of marketing on a grid are better with added DOF.

Remember, this exercise was not a research trial. It is a scenario, using a projection spreadsheet. The spreadsheet uses proven equations for predicting feed intake and calculating performance based on the Net Energy Equations. The baseline values are actual averages of the 7-weight steers USPB purchased in fiscal year 2010 and the adjustments to their actual carcass data are based on serial slaughter research.

We are not trying to predict future corn or cattle markets. Instead, this reminds us that COG is different on a carcass versus a live basis and that profit reacts very differently when marketing on a grid than it does on the cash market with added DOF.